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or small sample size were not critical for any kind
of classification, but that variations in the surface texture of a lane or section sometimes exceed
specified classification boundaries. Sometimes outside and inside wheelpath textures fall in two different classes but these were nevertheless recorded
as an average in this paper.
The aforementioned classification was carried out
with regard to specularity only, and the four
classes, either R or N, can be regarded as sufficiently accurate for design purposes. However, the
parameter QO should be estimated more accurately by
considering the surface course composition and aggregate.
Asphalt pavements exposed to traffic become gradually brighter and more specular, which is reflected
in increases of QO and Sl ( and S2) , respectively.
The physical reasons are that aggregates become more
exposed or cleansed of asphalt and more polished or
flattened.
More specifically, with regard to the luminance
method of design, the data in Table 7 are presented
and can be used for the necessary input of reflectance parameters.
Some measurements were carried out with varying
viewing angle o. It was found that brightness (QO)
and specularity (Sl/S2) decrease somewhat with increasing o toward 1 or 2 degrees.
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Influence of Leading Vehicle Turn Signal Use on Following
Vehicle Lane Choice at Signalized Intersections
C. S. PAPACOSTAS

ABSTRACT

The findings of a phenomenological study of
a rarely addressed subject are discussed:
the degree to which turn signals are properly used at signalized intersections and the
effect that nonuse has on the lane-choice
behavior of subsequent through vehicles. The
situation studied involved a lane drop at
the far side of the intersection. Three experiments were conducted at two locations to
observe the lane preferences of isolated
subject vehicles and three cases of car-following. The study revealed that a considerable proportion of left turners failed to
properly indicate their movement intentions
and this had a significant effect on following through vehicles. Lane choice was also

found to be affected by the distance to the
lane drop and by the traffic signal display.
On the basis of these findings additional
study of this subject is recommended.

The driving task involves the response of a driver
to numerous stimuli generated by the environment,
the traffic control system, and other vehicles on
the roadway. Cues from other vehicles are given by
their location, their status, and their actions,
current or impending. Because of their critical
nature in terms of traffic safety, certain leading
vehicle actions are accompanied by reinforcing warnings to following drivers. A prime example of this
situation is the universal use of brake lights. Concerning these, Rockwell and Treiteter (ll conducted
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a n e xperiment re l ati ng t _o " bot h n i gh t a nd day study
of c a r f ollowi ng f o r no signal displ ay , f o r t he convent i ona l br a ke lig ht , for the tri- l ig h t system denotin g bra ke a nd accelerator action, a nd for a n accel1:uatiun i n formation display o f ho rizo ntal r ows of.
green a nd red l i gh ts t C!l i ndicate the mag n itude of
t he leading vehicle's acceleratio n or dece l e r ation. "
It is no tewor t hy t hat the prec eding study investigated alte rn ative ways by which information about
the actions of the leadi ng vehicle are relayed to
t h e f o l lower a ut o matically in the hope t h at t he res ul t ing i mp r o veme n t i n i n ter veh i cul a r commun ication
would c o ntri bute to the enhancement of traffic
s a fety a n d efficiency .
Anot her method o f communication bet wee n v e hic les
i s t he t ur n s ig nal , whic h is used to apprise other
v e hic les o f impe nding lane-cha ngi ng or t u r n i ng movemen ts . The study of t u r n sig n a l s appea rs t o hav e
been ge ne rally con fine d t o their design aspects emphasizing the ability of othe r drive rs to perceive
a nd d.LSC i ni
i..e t.t,t: ililt! S1::1yt: uuu vt:yt:<l . -Tiu.n~ , a study
by Attwood ( 2) i nvestiga t ed " a d river ' s a b i l ity t o
detec t
and -i n terpret
rear-sig nal
information •••
( f o r ) ••• two typ es of sign als, one with b r ake a nd
t urn-sign a l combined undex the same le nse , t he other
wi th b r ak e a nd t u r n -sig nals under sepa r ate le nses ."
I nc identally , in hi s r a ndomi z ed-bl o c k factoria l
d esig n, Attwood also examined the ef f ect of four
l eve l s o f b l ood alcohol a nd s ix leve l s of stimu lus
co1u,l)l~x ity . i\nother stu<iy by 1.ea a nci Assooi.11te" !ii
a ttemp-ted to discover whether t he colo r of tur n signals (i . e . , red versus amber ) had any effect on the
acciden t i nvolvement of vehicles .
It is of i n te r est to note that the differences
soug h t by t hese studies are c onditional o n the
actual use of tur n signals when war r a n ted . Bu t , un1i ke the case o f bra ke l ig hts when t he sign al is
g ive n automatically , t he use o f tu r n sig na l s i n v olv es a good d eal of driver discretion a n d , i n
fac t , turn sig na l s are no t a1ways used even when req uir e d by the tr aff ic code s that t ypically pr ov ide
" .•• whene ve.r t he ope r atio n o f a ny othe r vehicle may
be affec ted by th i s movement (starting , turning , or
stopping) , t he d river s ha l l giv e a s i gna l p l a inl y
visible to the d r i ve r o f such o t he r v e h icle of t he
inten tion t o make s uc h moveme n t, " a nd , " a sig nal o.f
t he i nt e n tion t o t u r n righ t or left whe n requ i red
sha11 be given c o ntinuou sly d uring not less tha n the
l ast 1 00 fee t tra velled by the v e h ic l e before tu rn-

due to the need to merge left on the far side of the
intersection because of a lane drop. Thus, the
choice of the center lane places a through vehicle
under the risk of being delayed by left turners
ahead, whereas the choice of the exclusive through
lane may cause a through vehicle delays in having to
yield to vehicles occupying the center lane within
the length of the merging area. The study attempted
to quantify the e ffect that the display versus the
failure to display a turn signal has on the lane
choice of subsequent through vehicles. The influence
of two other factors was also examined. These factors were the traffic signal phase (i.e., red or
green) and the length of the merging area on the far
side of the intersection.

EXPERIMENTAL SITES
The experime nt was o rig i nally e nv isioned t o t ake
place at a single site. This plan was subsequently
modified to include a second location where the
length of the merging area could be controlled. Fig ure 1 shows the first site, where observations were
made on the eastbound Dole Street approach to the
T-intersection shown. The approach consists of two
10-ft lanes. No separate left- turn lane and no spe cial turn phasing of the traffic signal was in effect during the periods of data collection. Thus ,
t he center l ane of the apyr oach wets OfJt: f1 to both
thr ough v e hi cles and left turners into the East-west
Road. Moreover, the curb lane is dropped at a d istance of 250 ft from the interse ction because of a
narrow bridge.
Subsequent to the collection of data at the first
intersection, a second site was selected in order to
consider the effect of locational differences (Experiment 2) and the effect of merging area length
(Experiment 3). Figure 2 shows the geometric characteristics of t he sec ond site, t ha t is , t he no rthbound Keeaumoku Street approach to its i ntersection
with Wilder Avenue. The approach consists of three

9 (! ) · "

\/e h icle ins pec t i on prog rams r equ i r e d by ma ny
states i nvaria bly i ncl ude the testing of the operati ng c ond i tion of tu rn signals . Ag ai n, the physical
s oundne s s o f tui:-n signals wo uld be imma te ria l i n
tho se instances when t he driver fails to use them .
'!'h e f ind ings of a small- s cale st ud y a re repor ted
t ha t a ttempte d t o qua n tify th e deg r ee a nd impact of
t urn s ig nal use in a r ather r estrict:ec'I r:aRP. r flp resenting an early s tep in th is d i rection. Sp ec i ficall y , t h e study measu r d t he frequency with which certa in leade r s o f veh i cular pai r s do signal t he i r
in t e n tion t o e xe cu te a l e f t tu r.n at s ignali zed i n ter sec t i ons a nd t he effe c t t hat sig.na.ling and t h e
lac k of it ha ve on the lane-cho ice behav i o r o f the
f ol l ow i ng-t hrough veh i c le .

DISTANCE TO
LANE DROP

--

EAST WEST CENTER ROAD

-

NOT TO SCALE

THE SITUATION STUDIED
The study addressed the situation where through
vehicles approaching a signalized intersection have
a choice between using the center lane of the approach in common with left turners and the adjacent
lane that is designated for the exclusive use of
through vehicles .
The choice cf th e ~A~l~~.:..~
through lane presents the possibility of a penalty

DOLE

FIGURE 1 The Dole Street site.
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FIGURE 2 The Keeaumoku Street site.

lanes: an exclusive right-turn lane, an exclusive
through lane, and a through-and-left center lane.
The latter two lanes were relevant to the study.
Parenthetically, because of the 1 ight level of
traffic examined, any frictional effects between the
right-turn lane and the middle lane were considered
to be unimportant. The lane drop at this location
was due to the presence of a parking lane on the far
side of the intersection. consequently, the distance
available for merging could be controlled by the
location of the first parked vehicle encountered by
through traffic. Two sets of observations were taken
at this location. The first corresponded to a merging distance about equal to that of the Dole Street
site, the other involved a parked veh i c l e at a distance of about 80 ft from the inte rsection (or about
one-third the distance in the other two experiments) • In all three experiments, the observations
were disaggregated according to the traffic signal
phase.

test observations were restricted to cases that involved a maximum of two vehicles in a car-following
situation, the second vehicle of a pair being a subject vehicle. For purposes of comparison, data relating to the lane choice of isolated through
vehicles were also collected. In all three exper iments, the response variable consisted of the lane
choice of subject (i.e., through) vehicles. Including the case of isolated through vehicles and depending on the action engaged in by the leading
(i.e., stimulus-inducing) vehicle in a pair, the
following cases were identified for field measurement.
1. Isolated subject vehicle,
2. Subject vehicle subsequent to
that displayed a turn signal,
3. Subject vehicle subsequent to
the center lane but displaying no turn
4. Subject vehicle subsequent to
the exclusive through lane.

a vehicle in
signal, and
a vehicle in

Figure 3 shows the four cases that were observed
under green and red traffic signal conditions at
each experimental site. The observations that were
included in Case 3 were categorized according to
whether the leading vehicle traveled straight ahead,
whether it turned left without signaling, or whether
it displayed the turn signal late. A delayed display
was one that occurred after the subject vehicle
committed itself to a particular lane. This event
was most pronounced during the red phase
in
instances when the turn signal was displayed after
the subject vehicle came to a complete stop or even
after the leading vehicle entered the intersection
during the subsequent green phase, The effect of
turn signal use on the lane choice of subject
vehicles could be found by comparing Cases 2 and 3.
As far as a subject vehicle is concerned, a leading
vehicle in the center lane that displays no turn

CASE NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

I

~
2

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
The operation of signalized intersections gives rise
to a great diversity of vehicular interactions
caused by a variety of factors including (but not
limited to) the level of demand at the intersection.
For example, the lane choice of an approaching
through vehicle is affected not only by a turn signal display ahead but also by the number and lane
occupancy of vehicles between the subject vehicle
and the intersection. Because the main objective of
the study was to quantify the effects of turn signals, it became necessary to confine the field observations to cases where the influence of other
factors was reasonably reduced. As a result, the

a left turner

ISOLATED VEHICLE

FOLLOWI NG SIGNALLER

o:
3

w

4

FIG URE 3 The cases studied.
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signal may be either a left turner or a through
to
the
vehicle,
a
situation that gives rise
lane-choice predicament described earlier.

An observer equipped with a special form on which
the relevant cases were listed was positioned at a
distance of approximately 250 ft upstream from the
intersection site. The observer viewed vehicles as
they approached the intersection and manually recorded on the forms the lane choice of vehicles
qualifying as subject vehicles. All observation sessions were conducted under clear and dry conditions
during off-peak periods when excessive queueing was
not present. The observer visited the sites on a
number of days and continued to collect data until a
sufficient sample of about 50 observations became
available for the least frequently occurring case,
Incidentally, the case in which the leading vehicle
of a pair occupied the through lane ahead of a subject vehicle was the rarest of the sought-after
cases for all three experiments.
As noted earlier, data corresponding to the four
cases were collected for both the red and green displays of the traffic signal. It should be indicated
here that the assessment of car-following dynamics
that were being observed presented relatively more
difficulties of judgment during the green as compared with the red phase. This was true because
dur i ng t he green phase drivers hav~ more freedom to
control and adjust their speed, to overtake, and to
maneuver their vehicles. In addition, other clues
besides the turn signal are available to them regarding impending movements by vehicles ahead. For
example, a leading vehicle that is motionless within
the intersection, especially in the presence o f opposing traffic, is most probably in the process o f
executing a left turn irrespective of whe·ther it
displays a turn signal or not. Moreover, late lane
changes and overtaking would be much easier during
the green phase under the traffic levels considered
because the subject vehicle is not required to come
to a stop but can proceed to clear the intersection
without severe interruptions. For these and other
reasons, it was the opinion of the observer that the
data obtained during the red phase are more reliable
than those obtained during the green phase.
DATA ANALYSIS
Degree of Turn Signal use
Table l presents the overall counts of the field observation sessions for the three experiments con-

ducted at the two locations described earlier.
Experiment l corresponds to the Dole Street site,
Experiment 2 corresponds to the Keeaumoku Street location when the merging distance was approximately
the c=:.~:: .::.:; itt E;q;~riiiLCUt l, Q.tu.1 EApt:1..i.mt:ut 3 corresponds to the Keeaumoku site when the merging distance was about 80 ft or one-third of that which
existed during the other two experiments. The four
cases within each experiment are those shown in
Figure 3,
In Table 2a the data in Case 2 (i.e., late or no
signal) are disaggregated according to whether the
leading vehicle eventually proceeded through the
intersection straight ahead or whether it executed a
left turn. These findings reveal the degree to which
leaders of vehicular pairs in the center lane who
did not display the turn signal were, in fact, turning left (Column 5), Also shown in the table are the
observed numbers of le ft-turning leaders who probably used the turn signal (Column 1). using these
values, it is possible to compute the percentage of
left-turning leaders of veh i cular pairs who failed
to properly give an indication of their intended
maneuver (Column 4) • It is clear that both categories constituted considerable proportions of their
respective totals. That is, based on frequency
alone, the proportion of drivers who neglected to
use the turn signal cannot be ignored.
The data in Table 2a indicate that there exist
differenc~B in turn signal use appa:rently related to
the traffic control phase. The data in Table 2b aid
the examination of this possibility by presenting
the results of chi-square tests that compared the
use of turn signals between t he green and red phases
for each of the three experiments. Adapting the
tei:minology of same for failing to reject the hypothesis of equality of proportions a t the 0,0 5
level of significance, differen t f or rejecting the
hypothesis at the 0,5 level but failing to do so at
the 0.01 level, a n d ~ different for rejecting the
hypothesis at both levels, the data in Table 2b indicate that the percentage of nonsignaling left
turners (irrespective of how computed) was affected
by the traffic signal control at the short-mergingdistance Keeaumoku Street site. For the other Keeaumoku experiment, the computed chi-square value approaches the theoretical O. 05-level value. In all
other instances, the hypothesis of equality could
not be rejected. Combined, these findings may portend other dif·f erences besides the length of the
merging area. To examine this possibility further,
the chi-square test was employed to compare the proportions of nonsignal ers between experiments.
The data in Table 2c indicate the results of
pairwise comparisons between experiments when non-

TABLE 1 Lane-Choice Data
Red Phase

Green Phase
Case

2

iii

Center Lane

162
129
163
27
20
30

3

97

4

43
53
49
31
34

Through
Lane

84
57
72

123
75
84
42
23
24
23
20
17

Center
(%)

Through
(%)

Center Lane

Through
Lane

Center
(%)

Through
(%)

66
69
69
18
21
26
70
65
69
68
61
67

34
31
31
82
79
74
30
35
31
38
39
33

104
112
157
9
15
22
57
65
89
58
47
43

46
39
34
70
80
56
33
40
62
11
8
7

69
74
82

31
26
18
89
84

II

16
28
63
62
59
84
85
86

Note: The three rows assocfated with each case correspond to Experiments 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

72

37
38
41
16
15
14
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Degree of Turn Signal Use

(a) Raw Data
RED

G R E E N P HA S E
EXPERIMENT

(5)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
CASE #2 CASE #3 CASE #3 (2) AS % (2) AS %
THROUGH OF (1 )+(2) OF (2)+(3)
TOTAL
LEFT

P HA S E

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
CASE #2 CASE #3 CASE #3 (2) AS%
(2) AS%
THROUGH OF"(1)+(2) OF (2)+(3)
LEFT

150

81

58

35

58

79

50

40

39

56

2. Keeaumoku

95

31

35

25

47

95

34

71

26

32

3. Keeaumoku

114

37

40

25

48

78

51

100

40

34

1. Dolf!

(b) Green versus red
EXPERIMENT
1. Dole

2. Keeaumoku
(long)
3. Keeaumoku
(short)

(2) AS%
OF (2)+(3)
0.165*
(same)**

(c)

(2) AS %
OF (1)+(2)

EXPERIMENT

0.488
(same)

3,661

0,103

(same)

(same)

4,386

7,294

(d1ff,)

[very d1ff,)

R E rJ

GR E E N
1

2

l

l:'.

2

2,307
(same)

-

6.574
(very diff)

-

3

2.089
(same)

0.017
(same)

10.988
(very diff)

0.054
(same)

(d)

(*) computed chi-square
(**) see text

signalers are taken as the proportion of all nonsignaling leaders of vehicular pairs traveling in
the center lane (i.e., Case 3). With respect to the
observations taken during the green phase, the three
experiments indicate no differences at the 0.05
level of significance. During the red phase, on the
other hand, the two Keeaumoku Street experiments
were found to be the same but were either different
or very different when compared with the Dole Street
exper iment: a lower pe r c entage of nonsignalers were
foun d in the fo rmer as compared to the latter (i.e.,
combined 33 percent versus 56 percent). In this instance, then, a locational difference emerged. Parenthetically, the major differences between the two
locations include the existence of an exclusive
right-turn lane at Keeaumoku, the potential conflicts between subject vehicles with opposing traffic turning left at the same site, and possibly some
uncertainty on the part of drivers approaching the
Keeaumoku intersection about the length of the merging zone on the far side of the intersection.
According to Table 2c, the same "locational" effect between Dole Street and Keeaumoku Street is observed with respect to the percentage among all observed left turners that failed to properly signal
during the green phase. However , the percentage
corresponding to the red phase indicated mixed results: a higher proportion of nonsignalers was found
at the short-merging distance site vis-a-vis the
other Keeaumoku experiment. MorPnvP.r, this higher
percen tag e was statistically the s ame as that
corresponding to the Dole Street expe riment. Without
this anomaly, the pattern of locational differences
would be the same as before, although more pronounced.

GRE E N

EXPERIMENT
1

RE D
2

l

l:'.

2

4.145
(diff)

-

4.519

(d1ff)

-

3

4.771
(diff)

0.000
(same)

0.016
(same)

5.701
(d1ff)

Behavior of Subject Vehicles
The l a ne-choice behavior of through vehicles admissible within the cases identified for the purposes
of the study were analyzed next. The overall results
of the observation sessions that are given in Table
l were subjected to three groups of analysis a s follows:

1. Case by case comparisons between pairwise
combinations of experiments (Table 3);
2. For each experiment, case by case comparisons
between the red and green phases of the traffic signal (Table 4); and
3 . For
each
experiment,
comparisons
between
cases by traffic control phase (Table 5).
All analyses applied the chi-square test. The results are discussed using the terminology of same,
different, and very different as defined previously.
Table 3 presents the experimental chi-square
values that resulted from the case by case comparisons by traffic control phase between pairs of experiments. The data in Table 3a indicate that the
lane-choice behavior of subject vehicles for the two
long-merging-distance experiments at Dole and Keeaumoku Streets was the same. On the other hand, the
short-merging-distance experiment showed some differences from both long-merging-distance experiments: the results were found to be the same for all
cases under green and for Cases 3 and 4 under red,
but differences were detected in Cases land 2 under
red.
The lane-choice proportions in the case of isolated subject vehicles (Case 1) and in the case of
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TABLE 3 Case by Case Comparisons for Pairs of Experiments

CASE

GREEN

RED

GREEN

RED

GREEN

RED

0.591

0.869

0.675

7.745

0.000

3.236

(same)

(same)

(same)

(same)

(same)

0.350

0.701

2.646

0,789

3.927

(same)

(same)

(same)

(same)

(d1ff)

0.444

0,042

0.021

0.456

0.218

0,227

(same)

(same)

(same)

(same)

(same)

(same)

0.694

0,046

0.026

0,085

0.382

0.006

2

(very diff)
7 .001
(very d1ff)

3

4

(~am~)

r~~ma,
............ ,

( S~"l~)

\

(a) Experiments 1 vs, 2

'··-~'
\Jl.4111..:.;/

(b) Experiments 1 vs. 3

TABLE 4 Case by Case Comparisons by Signal Phase

CASE NO.

EXPERIMENT 1

EXPERIMENT 2

EXPERIMENT 3

1

0.512
(same)

0.949
(same)

9.290
(very diff)

2

1.705
(same)

0.876
(same)

0.084
(same)

3

1.032
(same)

0.184
(same)

2.124
(same)

4

4.931
(diff)

8.286
(very diff)

5.209
(diff)

subject vehicles behind signaling left turners (Case
2) , were found to be very different between the
short-merging-distance
experiment
at
Keeaumoku
Street vis-a-vis the Dole Street experiment (Table
3b). This difference emerges in a milder form (apparently due to locational similarities) from the
comparison of the two Keeaumoku Street experiments
(Table 3c) . The general conclusion that may be drawn
here is that the le ngth of the merging zone affects
the lane choice of isolate cl vehicles and through
vehicles that are behind a signaling left turner.
The raw data in Table 1 quantify the reasonable expectation that a larger proportion of subject
vehicles would choose the center lane when the merging distance is shortened. The contribution of the
traffic control on this tendency is examined next.
The data in Table 4 indicate the results of an
analysis that compared separately for each experiment the lane-choice behavior of subject vehicles
for each of the four cases when the traffic control
phase is varied. In all three experiments the traffic signal was found to affect the lane choice of
through vehicles subsequent to a leader who occupied
the through lane (Case 4): proportionately more subject vehicles chose the center lane during the red
phase than during the green phase. Additionally, the
st,,:,;:l-m;,niing-distance experimen,: showed a peculiar-

, ____

\

\::10.lllt:

J

'----

\::IQlllt:!/\

(c) Experiments 2 vs. 3

ity vis-a-vis the two long-merging-distance experiments: more isolated subject vehicles chose the
center lane on red as compared to green in the insta~ce cf the :;hcrt-merging-distance t:Al,lt:1. iun:::111..,.
This finding, of course, is both reasonable and consistent with the findings of earlier analyses (Table
3), which, when taken together with the present
findings, reveal a strong interaction between the
merging distance and the traffic signal in the case
of isolated vehicles (Case 1), but, in the case of
vehicles subsequent to a signaling left turner (Case
2), the merging distance alone appears to be the
predominant factor.
Finally, the question of the effect of turn signal use or non-use on the lane choice of subject
vehicles was examined by comparing their lane-choice
proportions between the various cases for each experiment. The data in Table 5 indicate overwhelming
preference for the through lane when comparing proportions in the case of signal i ng leaders (Case 2)
and all other cases irrespective of the traffic signal display. Of interest is that, during the green
phase, no difference was detected in lane choice in
the presence of nonsignaling leaders traveling in
the center lane ( including eventual left turners)
vis-a-vis cases not involving a signaling left
turner. This finding was not consistently true during the red phase. The comparison of vehicles following a leader in the through lane (Case 4) versus
the case of vehicles following nonsignaling leaders
in the center lane (Case 3) indicated a consistent
difference attributable to a higher proportion of
center-lane users among the former in agreement with
earlier findings (Table 4) • The two locations were
reversed with respect to the remaining two comparisons in Table Sb, both involving the case of isolated vehicles. At Dole Street, no difference is observed
between
isolated
vehicles
and
vehicles
following a nonsignaling leader in the center lane.
Additionally, at the same location, more center lane
users were found among vehicles subsequent to
leaders in the through lane than among isolated
vehicles. In the last two comparisons, the reverse
was found to be true at the Keeaumoku site. The
cause of this reversal appears, more than anything
else, to be a higher preference for the center lane
on the part of isolated vehicles on Keeaumoku
Street, a situation that may be explainable by the
locational differences discussed earlier.

Papacostas
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TABLE 5 Between-Case Comparisons by Signal Phase

(a) Green

(b) Red

Case #1

Case #1

Case #2

85.530
(very diff Case #2

Case #3

0.623
(same)

78. 975
(very diff Case #3

0.917
(same)

Case #4

0.121
(same)

0,066
54.140
(very diff) (same)

5.322
(diff)

69.501
(very diff)

Case #2
47.686
(very diff) Case /13
8.381
78.494
(very di ff) (very diff)

Experiment No . 1

Case #2

Case #3

Case #4

58.900
(very diff)
0.397
(same)
1.340
(same)

79.589
very diff)
31.797
very diff)
23.048
very diff)

4.368
(diff)

44 .194
Kvery diff)

2.914
(same)

69,716
very diff)

0.236
(same)

18 .186
(very diff)

Experiment No. 2

Case ff2

57. 541
'very diff)

72.523
(very diff)

Case #3

0.008
(same)

33.808
(very diff)

Case #4

0.142
(same)

24.164
(very diff)

22.594
19.453
,very diff) (very diff)

0.066
(same)

0.406
(same)

40.719
(very diff)

12.200
(very diff)

Experiment No. 3

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of a small-scale exploratory phenomenological study of a rarely addressed subject have
been discussed: the degree of use of turn signals by
left turners at signalized intersections and the effect of their use and non-use on the lane-choice behavior of subsequently approaching through vehicles.
The specific situation studied involved a lane drop
at the far side of the intersection, which gave rise
to a predicament on the part of subject vehicles relating to the choice of lane between a common left/
through center lane and a through lane adjacent to
it. For comparative purposes, data on the lane
choice of isolated subject vehicles and of subject
vehicles subsequent to a leader in the exclusive
through lane were also collected . Three experiments
were conducted in an attempt to determine the effect
of turn signal use as distinguished from the effect
of other factors such as the traffic signal display
and the merging distance to the lane drop.

The study revealed that a considerable proportion
of left turners failed to properly indicate their
movement intentions. Between 30 and 60 percent of
the nonsignaling leaders observed eventually turned
left, and between 25 and 40 percent of the
left-turning leaders observed failed to properly use
the turn signal.
The study also quantified the following reasonable phenomena:

l, A shorter merging distance was found to increase the percentage of followers of signaling left
turners who chose the common lanei
2. An interaction effect was foun~ between traffic signal control and merging distance on the lanechoice behavior of isolated subject vehiclesi and
3, The traffic signal control was found to affect the lane choice of vehicles subsequent to
leaders occupying the through lane.
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As would be expected, subject vehicles following
signaling left turners indicated an overwhelming
preference for the through lane vis-a-vis the common
left-and-through approach lane. It is of interest,
ituwo,vec, that: in certcain instcances suoJect vehicles
behaved similarly when isolated from other vehicles
as compared to cases in which they followed nonsignaling leaders, even though the latter could be
eventually executing a left turn. In other words, a
number of subject vehicles would have selected a
different approach lane had they been apprised of
the turning intention of the vehicle ahead. The ultimate implication of this discrepancy on traffic
aafety and efficiency musL dWdl L fu1 th!a!r examination. With respect to traffic safety, a study of the
correlation between certain types of conflicts on
the one hand and the pattern of turn signal use on
the other within the general framework of conflict
analysis (1) may prove fruitful. In addition, based
on the findings of the current study, it appears
that the inv~sCigation of other situations involving
the use of turn signals (for example, lane changing)
and the study of more complex cases in the vicinity
of signalized intersections are warranted.
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Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation of Rural
Intersection Levels of Illumination
KYLE A. ANDERSON, WELDON J. HOPPE, PATRICK T. McCOY, and RAMON E. PRICE
ABSTRACT

--

Lighting is often installed at rural intersections to improve the safety of night
traffir. operat.innR at. t.heRe locations. However, there are no generally accepted design
criteria that define the levels of illumination required at rural intersections. The
objective of this research was to evaluate
the cost-effectiveness of rural intersection
levels of illumination. six lighting systems
were installed at a rural, unchannelized intersection of two two-lane highways. Speedprofile and traffic-conflict studies were
conducted on an uncontrolled approach to the
intersection. The studies were conducted at
night at each level of illumination as well
as with no lighting. The data were analyzed
to determine the safety- and cost-effectiveness of each level of illumination. The results of the research indicated that, for a
given lU1idna.ii:e wattage, two-luminaire systems provided safer traffic operations than

did one-luminaire systems: and the safest
operations were observed under a two 200watt high-pressure-sodium
(HPS)
luminaire
system. The results of the cost-effectiveness analysis revealed that lighting was not
warranted at rural intersections with main
highway average daily traffic less than
3,250 vehicles per day. At higher volume intersections a two 200-watt HPS luminaire
system was the most cost-effective.

Lighting is installed at rural intersections to improve the safety of night traffic operations at
these locations. But although several studies (_!)
have found improvements in highway safetv as a result of intersection lighting, generally accepted
warrants that define the circumstances under which
the costs of installing and maintaining rural intersection lighting are justified do not exist. In
addition, current guidelines for fixed roadway illumination (£""!) do not clP.al clirect.ly with rural in-

